
Bubbles:
CHAMPAGNE AR LENOBLE BRUT INTENSE NV  60.50 
Straw colour with fine bubbles, light and sparkling foam and a  
fruity open nose. Fresh, light and lively on the palate, with long 
lasting flavour.  

CAVA MASIA SALAT  32.50
Notes of ripe fruit and baked bread supplemented with expressive 
citrus flavours and a lovely creamy mouthfeel. Excellent balance 
between acidity and fruit intensity giving a long and lively finish. 

PROSECCO BORGO DEL COL ALTO  29.50   
Fresh and light palate balanced with acidity and a nice medium 
body and full bubbles which carries the fresh flavours on the finish.

SINGLE SERVE PROSECCO BIANCO & ROSE  9.50 

Rose Wines:
PINOT GRIGIO   23.50      
175ML 6.10  250ML 8.05
Lovely and lively on the palate, it has a burst of red berry fruit  
with a dry, lingering finish.

PIQUEPOUL NOIR ROSE   31.00       
175ML 8.00  250ML 11.00
The palate is wonderfully bright with summer berry flavours  
and fresh citrus notes of lemon and lime leaving you with  
a fresh crisp finish.

WHISPERING ANGEL  44.50      
175ML 11.95  250ML 16.00
A pale pink with a perfumed bouquet of elegant summer fruits  
and floral nose. The palate is concentrated and elegant with fresh 
red berries and hints of cherry balanced by refreshing crisp acidity, 
with a smooth and round finish.
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White Wines: 
CHENIN BLANC ‘BOATMAN’S DRIFT  23.00      
175ML 6.00  250ML 7.95
Made from 100% Chenin Blanc, this wine is a pale lemon in colour 
with a bouquet of apple and white flowers.

PICPOUL DE PINET ROCS BLANCS  25.75  
175ML 6.85   250ML 9.00
Rather discreet at first on the palate, but opens up with aromas 
of fleshy white fruits and an elegant minerality on the finish with 
delightful length and finesse. 

PINOT GRIGIO ~ SAN ANTINI  23.50  
175ML 6.10   250ML 8.05
This Pinot Grigio has a ripe fruit aroma with pear and melon flavours 
on the palate. Crisp and dry, it has balanced acidity with a long 
lingering finish. 

RIOJA BLANCO ~ AZABACHE   24.50   
175ML 6.50   250ML 8.95
This young white Rioja is bright greenish straw yellow, and has a 
strong fruit bouquet with intense citrus and apple aromas. Smooth 
on the palate, the lingering freshness is in harmony between acidity 
and fruit.

ALBARINO ‘CONDES DE ALBAREI’ ~ GALICIA  31.50
The Albariño grape produces fresh elegant wines with a captivating 
floral bouquet and apple, pear and peach flavours.

CHABLIS ~ DOMAINE DES MILES  45.25
A classic Chablis with aromas of white peach, green apple  
and white blossom with a distinctive flinty minerality. 

CHARDONNAY SUR LIE (UNWOODED) ~ DE WETSHOF  
ESTATE S.A.  27.50
This is a fresh and expressive unwooded Chardonnay, matured on 
its lees to produce a vibrant, lemony dry wine with a yeasty and 
delicate nutty finish. A great example of quality winemaking from  
the King of Chardonnays. 

SAUVIGNON BLANC NZ ~ TURNING HEADS   25.50
Pale straw in colour, with a bouquet of ripe gooseberries, herb  
and nettle and the classic tropical fruit.

VINHO VERDE ~ AZAL   26.50
A fresh and zesty wine made from the Azal Branco grape variety. 
Notes of apple, grapefruit and a hint of elderflower.

VIOGNIER ~ LA PLAYA   25.50
A perfumed apricot and rose petal scent gives this easy drinking 
white a captivating fragrance whilst flavours of dried fruits  
and lychee enliven a fresh and dry palate.

Red Wines: 
CABERNET MERLOT~ CAPELLE   24.25           
175ML 6.50  250ML 8.95
An easy drinking blend of Cabernet Sauvignon for body,  
backbone and blackcurranty flavours, with the Merlot adding  
soft plummy notes.

CASA DO LAGO 25.00              
175ML 6.50  250ML 8.95
A full bodied, fruity red, offering aromas of blackcurrant, leather  
and spice. It has a delicious, rich, concentrated flavour of ripe berry 
fruits, yet is well structured and extremely smooth on the palate.

MALBEC  ~ PUNTO ALTO   26.75               
175ML 7.00  250ML 9.50
Intense dark fruits such as black cherries and plums and blackberry 
jam in addition to rich notes of chocolate on the finish. full body with 
a velvety texture.

MERLOT ~ OJO ROJO   24.50               
175ML 6.50  250ML 8.95
A wine of medium intensity with black and red fruit and a round 
well-balanced palate.

TEMPRANILLO TUNANTE   24.25                 
175ML 6.50  250ML 8.95
This plummy, soft seductive wine exhibits typical Tempranillo 
character of red fruits such as cherry, raspberry and plum  
with notes of liquorice.

BORDEAUX SUPERIEUR CH ARGEDENS   30.25     
Aromas of cassis on the nose are quickly followed by hints  
of chocolate, spice and elegant oaky notes.

PRIMITIVO ~ DOPPIO PASSO  28.50             
A soft, round and exceptionally full-bodied and aromatic wine with 
an amazing concentration of plum, blackberry, cherry and chocolate 
flavours and an appealing structure with soft tannin and acidity.

HAUTES COTES DE BEAUNE  42.75             
This wine extols the virtues of the Pinot Noir grape, with pure fruit, 
captivating perfume of summer fruits and soft silky balance.

RIOJA RESERVA  AZABACHE   29.25              
Aged for three years in oak and bottle before release Azabache 
Reserva exhibits intense plummy fruits with hints of vanilla, spice  
and a soft rounded palate.

SHIRAZ  ~ PIMPALA ROAD   26.50              
A well balanced rich and spicy red with intense berry fruit  
and hints of dark chocolate and spice.


